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Music Quiz: Rhythm

1. Which processes have rhythm in them?

Breathing

Heartbeat

The change of day and night

The alternation of the seasons

All the answers are correct.

2. Rhythm in music is a sequence of ...

whole notes

weak and strong beats

Both answers are correct

3. A stable rhythmic pattern that is commonly used and generally recognized within a particular historical and
regional musical tradition is ...

rhythmics

rhythmic formula

4. Metre and rhythm in music are ...

the same thing

different concepts

5. Does music exist without rhythm?

Yes

No

6. What forms a rhythm?

The successive alternation of pauses and sound durations.

Alternation of half notes in pitch.

Change in the strength of the sound (volume).
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7. What does musical notation use to represent rhythm?

Notes

Keys

Music rulers

8. Rhythm is the organization of music ...

in time

in space

in space and time

9. The rhythmic composition of a poetic or musical work in antiquity is ...

rhythmics

rhythmoplasty

rhythmopoeia

10. In which art form is there no concept of rhyme?

Poetry

Prose

Painting

No correct answer
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Music Quiz: Rhythm

Right answers

  1. Which processes have rhythm in them?
  All the answers are correct.
  2. Rhythm in music is a sequence of ...
  weak and strong beats
  3. A stable rhythmic pattern that is commonly used and generally recognized within a particular
historical and regional musical tradition is ...
  rhythmic formula
  4. Metre and rhythm in music are ...
  different concepts
  5. Does music exist without rhythm?
  Yes
  6. What forms a rhythm?
  The successive alternation of pauses and sound durations.
  7. What does musical notation use to represent rhythm?
  Notes
  8. Rhythm is the organization of music ...
  in time
  9. The rhythmic composition of a poetic or musical work in antiquity is ...
  rhythmopoeia
  10. In which art form is there no concept of rhyme?
  No correct answer
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